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Testimonials
"Before I began sending my crown and bridge work to Justin at Innodent Lab I had come to believe
that no lab was capable of consistently producing crowns that seated fully and required little or no occlusal
adjustment. Justin delivers that quality time after time. At first I had difficulty remembering the name,
Innodent. I suggested to Justin that he change the name to Kick-Ass Crown and Bridge. I still like that
better, and it's exactly what he gives you."

–Dr. Leonard N. of White Lake, MI
"Justin Hunter and Innodent Laboratories have been the most consistent crown and bridge lab
that we have ever had. After 19 years in practice, predictable, esthetic, and high quality restoration's are
an essential part of our practice. Justin creates "life-like" restorations that will wow your patients. All of
our esthetic restorations go to Justin, and not a big cosmetic lab. Our seat appointment times were almost
cut by half when we started working with Innodent Lab and have not changed in the past 10 years.
Quality restorations, unmatched esthetics, and minimal chair time for deliveries translates into more
productive chair time.
I have attended LVI and have used all the big "cosmetic" labs prior to finding Innodent. The
esthetics, marginal integrity, ease of delivery, and personal attention are rare in today's ever changing
market. You will not regret making a change to Innodent Lab.

–Dr. Michael M. of Novi, MI

"Over two years ago my hygienist commented that our office takes a lot more time adjusting
crowns than her other office. She said her other dentist uses Innodent. I gave Innodent a try and have
been enjoying faster crown and bridge deliveries.

My stomach doesn’t get tight anymore when

“deliveries” are in the schedule because I know, at most, a slight proximal contact “polish” will be needed.
I verify margins with an x-ray before cementing … I can’t be happier with what I see. The majority of
deliveries require no adjustment. Regarding implant restorations, Innodent has solved difficult esthetic
problems with ingenuity."

–Paul D., DDS, Stockbridge, MI

"The crowns from Innodent Lab are in simple terms...beautiful. I feel confident restoring an anterior
case because I know the esthetics will be superb. Beyond that, we have few remakes and minimal to no
adjustments at the cementing appointment. It is a pleasure to work with Innodent lab."

–Dr. Michelle S. of Howell, MI

